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The purpose of this pack is to provide centres with marked exemplars of responses to the
Summer 2016 examination.
Included in this pack:
 questions from May 2016 paper with exemplar responses
 scripts
 examiner commentary on scripts and marks.
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The initial comment shows some uncertainty as the texts are described as
written but the candidate does show some broad understanding by
identifying (but not explaining) the spoken aspects of ‘sooo grown up’. The
comments about Text B only contain some simple information about
context and although the candidate organises their ideas with some clarity,
there is little terminology.
Some further evidence of some understanding of context (and terms
associated with context) are evidenced in the discussion of field but the
analysis lacks focus on language features but there is some attempt here to
compare and note some similarities and differences across the texts.
Further basic understanding is illustrated by the mention of ‘inform’ – the
candidate clearly understands what contextual factors are but the analysis
is not developed. The discussion of tenor in Text B is slightly more
convincing and the writer identifies multiple functions but there is a lack of
terminology (beyond simple context terms). This continues in the final
section on audience.
Overall, ideas are expressed with some clarity and there are some
appropriate examples. The candidate uses some basic terms associated
with context but the application is underdeveloped. Because the candidate
does offer some comparisons between the texts, they are able to achieve
level 2 for AO4.
This candidate opens with some comments that show a broad
understanding of aspects of context with references to ‘multi modal’,
‘prestigious language’, ‘field’ and ‘function’. At the end of the first page, the
candidate starts to develop the response but although a relevant concept is
referenced (Bernstein), the writer does not explain how this is relevant and
no specific examples are used to support the assertion that the vocabulary
is more extensive. The candidate does make an interesting observation
about the ‘instant’ nature of messaging in Text 1 but again does not offer
clear examples. However, the written expression is clear.
The subsequent section provides some evidence that the writer is
comparing the texts and they show an ability to describe context with the
comment on ‘contextual identity and lexis’. The use of terms such as
‘personal pronoun’ shows they are able to use relevant terms, but the
range is narrow.
By having separate sections for each text, the candidate is not able to
access the higher levels of AO4 but they do not treat the texts as separate
entities and do show some ability to explore connections. There are some
key terms here, such as ‘converged’ but, like previous sections, they are
applied without clear examples and quite generally. The end of this section
shows a slightly more developed section on function and the writer uses
some language features to support this but the response lapses into
description towards the end.
The response as a whole is structured logically but the range of specific
examples is narrow. Some relevant terms are used. There is a tendency to
describe contextual factors but although some are explained and linked to
meaning, this is not consistent enough to reach level 3. Connections across
the data tend to be obvious but there is an effort to compare/contrast.
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This candidate begins to show their knowledge of context with references
to formality and audience. They identify the writer’s as women but as yet
have not explained how this may have affected the messages and they do
not explain the potentially interesting comment on the ‘highly context
dependent’ phrase about sleep but they do show a clear ability to explore
connections by mentioning the humorous and informal features of Text B
but it is a shame that the non-Standard punctuation of B is identified as
‘spelling’. However, the candidate does realise that Regan’s status as
husband is the primary one here and so shows a clear link to context.
The opening of the next paragraph on Text C shows that the candidate is
bearing in mind the importance of exploring connections and the
observation that this text is not as informal and lacks complex language
because of the audience shows clear awareness of the affect of context but
could have been developed with reference to a specific language feature
and clear examples. However, the writer does maintain a focus on
comparisons with a mention of humour across the texts. It is a shame that
the reference to gender theory is quite general but its presence does show
some ability to support the exploration with relevant links to concepts and
issues.
An ability to structure writing in a logical and clear fashion and to make
clear links to context continues in the next section but this also shows the
lack of detail that is preventing the candidate from reaching level 4. The
exploration of the different lexical choices is valid and the features are
clearly linked to the audience but the section lacks terminology and links to
specific language features beyond references to ‘lexical items’ and ‘lexical
field’.
The response ends with some more general comments about the length of
the texts and although the references to sex etc could be interesting, they
are not developed.
This candidate mainly structures their ideas logically and written expression
is always clear. The response includes relevant examples. Contextual
factors are explained but awareness is not consistent and candidate begins
to link these to the construction of meaning with the occasional lapse.
There is evidence throughout of exploration of connections across the data.
The discussion of field shows effective application of linguistic knowledge
and there is use of terminology such as ‘semantic field’, ‘excited
exclamatives’ and ‘minor sentences’, alongside effective examples to
support the exploration. Again, the writer shows awareness of the
importance of exploring connections by carefully referencing all texts in the
same section. Although, there is some lack of terminology when discussing
‘common’ and ‘popular’, there is a clear focus on the influence of
contextual factors and the introduction of Grice is successful and shows an
ability to support an analysis with carefully selected theories.
The final section on audience continues the consistent approach and is
again confidently structured with consistent awareness of connections
across the data. The awareness of the subtleties in audience across the
given data shows further evidence of detailed awareness of context but
does become a little long winded before becoming more focused when
discussing Text B.
This response shows close analysis of the data throughout and there is a
range of terminology from various language levels and frameworks. The
structure is confident and controlled and there are effective transitions
between sections. The awareness of context is consistent with some
aspects of evaluation and links to construction of meaning are also
consistent. The candidate considers connections across the data
throughout with some carefully applied theories.
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The opening section of this response shows a clear focus on context and
observations such as that on the ‘missing subject’ show discriminating
application of terminology and moves beyond the general language
features used to support ideas often found in lower level responses. The
candidate compares this directly to Text C and so starts to show aspects of
an integrated response. The written expression is clear and fluent and in an
appropriate style.
Further evidence of level 5 characteristics are shown when the writer turns
their attention to Text B and a discussion of how the sophisticated
language found in this text can be linked to its writer and comparisons to
Text A further illustrate this candidates ability to analyse connections using
an integrated approach.
The candidate’s ability to use a range of linguistic terminology accurately
and with discrimination is evidenced when they start to discuss function in
Text C. The writer uses features such as the pauses, clauses and emphatic
stress to illustrate how language has been shaped to match function and
examples of most of these are integrated clearly.
The section that focuses on the audience of B continues to show level 5
characteristics. Knowledge of how context affects audience is clearly
evidenced with the discussion of the ‘direct and ‘personal’ lexical choices
and terminology such as ‘attributive adjective’ is successfully used to
illustrate the point. Again, this is successfully compared to another of the
given texts.
The writer of this response shows consistent analysis that is often
discriminating in nature, examples are integrated throughout and there is a
range of appropriate terminology from multiple language frameworks and
levels to support the exploration. The writing is consistently structured in
an appropriate style and there are effective transitions between sections.
The depth of exploration shows an ability to discriminate when making
links to the construction of meaning and the integrated analysis means that
the exploration of connections is highly successful.
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The opening of this response shows some broad understanding of context with
explanations such as that of the function being ‘explaining’ to the audience being
broad and general. Additionally, the written expression, while being generally
clear is not fluent.
There is some focus on the construction of identity within the comment on
swearing but it is not developed and moves just beyond listing and being highlydescriptive. This basic focus on identity is shown at the start of the next section
with the phrase ‘Murph is presented as...’ but the section is very descriptive and
the links to language features, such as the pronouns, are not wholly convincing or
clearly explained.
The borderline narrative approach continues in the final section. An example is
given and the writer considers how this may link to the audiences’ response so
they are showing some ability link language features to context/identity and
construction of meaning (such as the mention of ‘lad’) but it is severely
underdeveloped.
This response shows a candidate who can recall information but has not showed
significant levels of understanding. The ideas are often unstructured and not well
linked and there are few relevant terms. There is a descriptive approach with
some paraphrasing but there is some evidence of an ability to move just beyond
listing information about context.
The candidate’s opening is a general introduction that indicates that they
understand the focus of the question. Exploration of context is shown by the
comment on mode and, although underdeveloped, the writer shows
understanding by mentioning both written and spoken language and using some
appropriate terms such as ‘colloquial language’. As yet, however, these have not
been linked clearly to the construction of meaning and/or identity.
The broad understanding of context continues in the section of field. Potentially
interesting comments on ‘guidance’ are not developed by being precisely linked to
identity and supported with relevant language features. This accurate but
superficial approach continues when the candidate discusses function. Potentially
interesting and relevant features such as informing the audience about
homelessness and the ‘gritty’ nature of the text are mentioned but lack clear
analysis and explanation.
Mistakes regarding audience lessen the impact of this section – it is unlikely that
the homeless themselves are a key audience. The final sections of the response
lapse into general description.
Overall, the candidate shows broad understanding. Ideas are organised and
expressed with clarity and there are some appropriate examples but the range of
terms is narrow. The candidate generally avoids paraphrasing but the approach is
sometimes descriptive with underdeveloped application.
The start of this response indicates a clear focus on identity and the candidate
uses a language feature (colloquial language) to support their initial exploration
and in doing so is showing clear understanding of how this term impacts the
audience’s relationship with Murph.
The candidate attempts further focus on specific language features in the
comment on syntax and, although the reference to ‘subordinate sentences’ is
slightly confused, the link to the construction of meaning shows some clear links
between language and context/identity. Additionally, the structure of the
response so far is confident and clear.
In the next section, an understanding of function is expressed clearly and the
writer is able to link the specific language feature ‘intensifier’ to an implication
about Murph’s life experience. This section shows some sophisticated exploration
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and shows aspects of level 4 descriptors as the candidate has a relevant example
and uses it to make clear and consistent links to the construction of meaning. The
candidate’s ability to highlight interesting aspects of the data continues into the
final section on Murph’s name.
Overall, this candidate’s response has been limited by the quite narrow range of
aspects of the data that have been discussed. For the few areas that have been
raised, contextual factors are explained clearly and linked to language features
with analysis being applied with some consistency. Written expression is clear and
appropriate throughout.
The candidate shows some detailed awareness of context by outlining some
aspects of mode and they are able to link their examples to the construction of
meaning when they offer comment on how Murph presents himself as down to
earth. This section could have been improved to a more secure level 4 (or even
level 5) with a clearer focus on terminology and some additional exploration of
Murph’s dialect and how it relates to the construction of identity.
The writer is able to structure their response effectively as evidenced by the start
of the next section on ‘desperation’. The examples used here are relevant,
successfully integrated into the response and used to explore links to the
construction of meaning but it is a shame that specific linguistic terminology is not
used and that the candidate does not speculate on how Murph’s being ‘open’
about his life may affect the audience’s perception of him. However, some
detailed understanding is demonstrated when the candidate contrast these
negative terms with the lexis that shows he has ‘developed’ and so a clear focus
on the construction of meaning is maintained.
The reference to graphology is suitably brief and there is evidence of ability to
comment on specific language features with the mention of pronouns. This brief
section shows further clear analysis and there is a clear attempt once again to link
this to the construction of meaning with the comments on ‘selfless identity’.
The response concludes with a section on audience, which like the previous
sections shows a confident structure. Effective examples are used to illustrate the
comment about the larger audience but the lack of terminology and pinpointing of
a specific language feature stops the candidate from moving higher in the mark
level. This limitation is illustrated further in the next paragraph when the language
and inaccurate term ‘phrase’ is a applied to the example ‘I lost it’.
Overall, this candidate’s response shows consistent understanding of the data,
explains context clearly and consistently makes links to the construction of
meaning and identity. The examples are clear and relevant and the structure of
the response is very confident. It is prevented from achieving a higher level 4 mark
because of the relatively narrow range of features discussed and some limitations
in specific language features and terminology.
The initial opening of this response indicates a candidate who appears to
understand the focus of the question and a point from here is picked up in the first
part of the analysis. A linguistic term ‘connotations’ is used to describe the effect
of their chosen example and the clear focus on the demands of the question is
shown through the use of ‘presents’. The written expression is clear and fluent
and the example is integrated successfully.
The next paragraph demonstrates that this candidate is not able to employ
effective transitions between sections but the structure is logical and expression is
clear. The point is valid and the terminology (declarative) accurate, but the writer
would have benefitted from more depth with a specific focus on the adjective
phrase ‘quite happy’.
The firm focus on how meaning/identity is created through language continues
into the section on minor taboo. The clear links to how this presents Murph shows
consistent understanding of the data and the writer considers how the audience
will respond to him.
This candidate’s approach of a discreet paragraph per point continues into the
next section on pronouns and emotive language. The latter section is a little more
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observational and would have been improved from a specific language feature
and a clearer focus on how presenting ‘his feelings and past’ affects the audiences
perception of Murph.
The candidate is also able to acknowledge context explicitly as evidenced by the
section on function and shows a clear ability to link contextual factors to identity
and the construction of meaning. This continues in the section on formality where
effective examples are integrated into the body of the analysis and the candidate
hints at some discriminating knowledge when they link the informality not only to
Murph’s identity but also to the context in which the interview appeared.
Overall, this candidate has a consistent focus on the construction of meaning and
identity and shows an ability to explain contextual factors. Although reference to
specific language features could be stronger, they are able to explain their
significance. Written expression is clear and the overall structure is logical.
Examples are relevant and successfully integrated into the body of the response.
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